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The current study investigates the relationships between magical thinking, the neurotransmitter dopamine,
and aberrant salience. Magical thinking refers to irrational thinking, such as believing in ghosts or aliens.
Aberrant salience refers to the attribution of importance to otherwise irrelevant stimuli. While previous
research has linked magical thinking to the neurotransmitter dopamine, it is unknown whether increasing
dopamine would lead to increases in magical thinking in a college student sample (n=252). In addition, it is
unknown whether manipulating salience would lead to temporary increases in magical thinking. In this
study, magical thinking was measured in a dart throwing task (whether participants threw darts at an image
of a smiley face then a baby face). Dopamine levels were manipulated by whether or not participants
performed a highly rewarding gambling task. Salience levels were manipulated by whether a visual stimulus
in the dart throwing task was novel or had been seen frequently on an earlier task. We found that both the
dopamine manipulation and the salience manipulation caused an increase in magical thinking on the dart
throwing task (i.e., less accurate in throwing at baby face than at smiley face). Therefore, my thesis
provided evidence that manipulating dopamine and salience can cause increased magical thinking.
